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SMEC

� SMEC - originally Snowy Mountains Engineering Corp. 

� One of the leading engineering and development 
consultancies in the world. 

� More than 2000 staff, SMEC has offices in 14 countries 
and has worked in 79 countries around the world.

� In 2006, SMEC was ranked 
at 70 in the US technical 

publication Engineering 
News-Record listing 'The 

Top 200 International 
Design Firms'.



SMEC Sustainability Services

� Commitment to Sustainability

� New team, growing team

� New approaches and a diversity of ideas

� Project carbon neutral

� Ecological survey, management and planning

� Eco-efficiency and environmental audit – energy, water, 

waste

� Greenhouse - mitigating and adapting

� Renewable energy - diversity of projects

� Policy work and peer review

� Project management



A changing climate for business and the 

community

� The science is in, the globe is warming, and we must 
both mitigate greenhouse gas emissions and rapidly 
prepare for adaptation to climate change. 

� A raft of immediately accessible and affordable 
solutions to reduce greenhouse emissions and provide 
alternative sources of energy are already in our 
possession - we can act today.

� Some businesses and members of the community are 
understandably nervous about the economic 
ramifications of measures to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions in part because not enough work has been 
done to assist them understand these issues.



Sustainability in business

� McDonald's Corp. is blogging on the environment.

� Starbucks Corp. has a green-themed online game.

� Hilton Hotels Corp. linked manager pay to green outcomes.

� Many corporates say they have worked for decades on 
pro-environment strategies and corporate social 
responsibility - growing awareness of global warming 
among consumers is creating even greater change.

� Businesses in green buildings report improved productivity, 
better staff retention, fewer sick days, millions of dollars in 
energy savings and a reduced environmental footprint.

� Some companies that "go green” seen a 25% increase in 
trade with eco-shoppers and eco-traders, with a trend for 
green businesses to only deal with other green businesses.



Greenhouse and global warming

� Greenhouse theory
� Basis first proposed by in 1824

� Greenhouse = earth’s “blanket” -
average temperature about 15°C; otherwise would be -18°C

� Anthropogenic global warming theory late 1960’s
� UN and IMO lead debate late 1979

� Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change formed 1988

� Rio 1992, Kyoto 1997 …

� Warming of climate is now unequivocal – global 
increases in air and ocean temperatures, melting of 
snow and ice, and rising sea level.

� The enhanced greenhouse effect is empirically and 
theoretically well-established.



Drivers of climate change



Out of Eden

Early HominidsEarly Hominids Homo sapiensHomo sapiens

Aust. Aboriginal SettlementAust. Aboriginal Settlement

Settled Agriculture (Euphrates)Settled Agriculture (Euphrates)

Industrial EraIndustrial Era



Greenhouse gases

Since 1751 roughly 305 billion 

tonnes of carbon released 

Half of emissions have 

occurred since mid 1970s 



Instrumental Record - Temperature



Instrumental Record - temperature

� Satellites have been measuring the temperature of 
the troposphere since 1979. 

• Better data
- real average 

• Best data late 1980s

• Best computers 1998



Evidence of global warming artwork 

"Hot with a chance of a late storm" 
by The Glue Society.



Instrumental record - temperature



About WA

� WA SW has already suffered a 20% decline in 

rainfall in the last 30 years - effects on runoff more 
serious with 50% drop in steam flow to reservoirs.

�

Source: 
Water Corporation 2006. 



About WA

� Warming of 1.0°C is sufficient to move climate belts about 
150 km south - thus a regional change of average 

temperature of 2 °C will have a serious impact on most life 

forms, and on most ecosystems and agricultural areas.

Changes by 2040



Evidence of global warming



Sea level changes



Sea level changes

Mandurah

at 1m sea 

level rise

Courtesy of WA Sustainable Energy Association



Sea level changes

Mandurah

at 7m sea 

level rise

Courtesy of WA Sustainable Energy Association



Economic risk of change

Sector Level

Company Level

Products / 

Technology

Litigation Reputation / 

Brand

Political / 

Regulatory

Supply Chain

Physical Risk

Staff

Climate

Risk

Business Advantage On A Warming Planet  - Jonathan Lash



Litigation

� Negligence is common law – if you have knowledge 
that something is at risk and fail to act, you are 

negligent.

� Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) updated 

guidelines state companies are required to disclose 
whether they have policies to manage risks that might 

include environmental and sustainability issues.

� More than any other issue, global warming is blurring 

the lines between corporate fiduciary duties, 
profitability and corporate social responsibility. 



Economic models and paradigms

� The insurance industry “recycles” other sectors’
monetary risks, thereby focusing information on such 
impacts.

� Insurance areas most susceptible to climate change 
impacts are property insurance and reinsurance. 

� The ability of insurance companies to continue to 
insure for extreme weather events is questionable. 

� The costs of weather-related incidents are increasing 
10% each year, much faster than national GDP and 
the ability for governments to cover them will diminish 
over time. Government as insurer of last resort –
community risk.



Economic models and paradigms

www.greenhouse.wa.gov.au/ documents/EGWAGO15.8.2005_000.pdf



The latest news

� Climate 'to be bigger threat than terror’

� By Jamie Walker and Andrew Faulkner – The Australian, September 25, 2007

� CLIMATE change, not terrorism, will be the main security issue 

of the century, with potential to cause death and destruction on

an unprecedented scale, Australia's top policeman believes.

� In a surprise foray into the politics of global warming, Australian 

Federal Police commissioner Mick Keelty described how climate 
refugees "in their millions" could create a national security 

emergency for Australia. 

� While the security implications should not be underestimated, Mr

Keelty said the science on global warming's effects was not 

settled.



Responding to climate change

� The threat of dangerous climate change is an urgent 
warning that we need to build a sustainable economy.

� An effective response will change the way we use 
energy and in so doing, future proof our economy. 

� Action by government, business and the community 
must put in place measures that

� reduce unnecessary use;

� promote energy efficiency across life cycles;

� reduce our reliance on increasingly expensive fossil 

fuels; and

� promote the production of energy through renewable 
generation.



Responding to climate change

� The challenge of climate change should be the catalyst 
to change the way we think about and plan 
infrastructure. 

� Any major project - transport routes, high rise 
buildings, hospitals, or sports stadia - must include 
from the start eco-efficiency design principles.

� Perth’s Major Stadia Taskforce considered all manner 
of things in a stadium that will not be completed before 
2013 – perhaps as long as 2018.

� But the report did not mention management of energy, 
water and waste.



Portfolio of technology options

� Improved end-use efficiency

� Higher efficiency combustion technologies

� Fuel switching

� New automotive technologies

� Decentralized power generation

� Renewable technologies

� Capture and sequestration 
of carbon dioxide from 
power plants or the 
atmosphere



Source: WA Greenhouse and Energy Taskforce report

Economic opportunities of change



Responding to climate change

� Western Australia has a wealth of resources 

� The unprecedented boom continues to smash records, 
with ABS figures in August showing a 25 % increase in 
the value of resources exports in 2006. 

� Annual business investment in WA reached 23 % last 
year, and 196 % in the last five years – double the rate 
in the rest of Australia.

� There has never been a point in our history when we 
have been as well resourced to afford the change 
required, to Act Now for a sustainable future.

� We need to use energy more sustainably, reducing 
unnecessary use, increasing efficiency of use, and 
harnessing carbon neutral energy sources.



Responding to climate change

� Responding to climate change will create 
opportunities, establish new businesses, and create 
new jobs.

� Renewable energy generation is generally more labour
intensive, and more broadly distributed across regions. 

� With a better employment factor, renewable energy 
projects can lead to growth of local communities in 
rural WA.

� Any economic analysis must fully assess the benefits 
to the community – that’s a part of sustainability.



Responding to climate change
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Responding to climate change
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Seek advantage in market certainty…

� In a carbon-constrained marketplace, investors need to 
understand the value of embedded carbon risk and that GHG 
emissions will become financial liabilities on many 
companies’ balance sheets. 

� At the same time carbon grows as a more tradeable
commodity,allowing companies to hedge their risks, profit 
from new assets and turn this new discipline into a 
competitive advantage. 

� To build long term shareholder value businesses must act on 
global warming as it poses in the medium and long term real 
physical risk to their business all along the supply chain. 

� These same businesses put measures in place to reduce 
greenhouse emissions and discover these same measures 
actually improve business profitability.



To market, to market

� Carbon emissions trading markets will be part of the 
inevitable response to attempting to slow global 
warming and carbon will become the single largest 

traded commodity in the world.

� Price of carbon will impact on energy production and 

will make a range of different renewable energy 
projects immediately commercially viable.

� Future of energy in Australia and for the globe is an 
array of low or zero emissions energy generation in 

whatever form that ultimately proves most 
economically competitive.



To market, to market

� Don’t over-regulate

� Design – EU market failure not a failure of the market, 

but a failure in design of the rule set and implementation.

� Carbon is just a commodity, a financial transaction – we 

have rule sets for those and just need to use the same 
mechanisms

� Term carbon neutral is being defined by common usage. 
Be careful not to gild the lily…

� Skills and auditing



Send in the paradigms

� Additionality important – the point is to actually reduce 
emissions.

� Changes must be rolled out with thorough planning -
but with all urgency.

� Old ideas of power use – baseload, peaking.

� Stern report - two world wars and a depression. 

� War investment not lost.

� The WA power system – stagnant prices have cursed 
us with no incentive to save energy.

� Policy decision to divorce us from the market and not 
allow the price of power to be reflected caused obesity.



Send in the paradigms

� We need action that will stop growth in emissions, and 
then actually reduce emissions.

� Some big experiments in socialism failed because they 
failed to take account of the market.

� The market will fail if it ignores the ecological 

consequences of our use of the environment.

� A lesson from history is that we don’t learn from history 

(we need to change this!)

� History tells us that we will choose the right path –

once we have explored all the wrong ones.

� Failure is not an option.



The players take the field

� In the context of a sports stadium

� Football teams don’t just play one game or one round to 

win a Premiership or a World Cup – they play every 
game. 

� And the coach has to want it, the team has to want it, 
every player has to want it. 

� The coach doesn't want his players to think "we can try 
and win", he wants them to think "we are going to win". 

� And to achieve this, the coach makes plans and sets 

targets, builds the desire to win, and puts every player on 
the field – put in 100% in every match, and make it 

happen.



WASEA –

WA’s peak body for sustainable energy

� WASEA works on behalf of members to ensure that the 
State and Federal Governments adhere to sustainability 
principles, and are committed to mitigating GHG emissions 
through the deployment of sustainable energy solutions and 
adopting practical measures to adapt to climate change. 

� WASEA strongly supported by industry, but inclusive of 
community and individual members, WASEA Inc. keeps 
members informed and fosters productive relationships with 
key stakeholders.

� Membership of more than 100 includes mostly businesses 
together with some state agencies and local government 
authorities, educational institutions, community groups and 
individuals – you can join too.



The inconvenient truth - time has run out 

for solutions that are simply convenient.
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